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Ex-city manager Blackman dies
Official oversaw projects
that reshaped Santa Rosa
during his 30-year tenure
By CHRIS SMITH
AND DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

MARK ARONOFF / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT, 2000

Ken Blackman, who played a major role in the life of Santa Rosa during
his 30 years as city manager, died Saturday at age 82.

Ken Blackman, the reserved
but formidable administrator who ran Santa Rosa as city
manager for a nearly unheard
of 30 years that coincided with
dramatic growth, and who left it
to others to debate whether the
power he exerted crossed any
lines, died early Saturday at his
home in the city. He was 82.
A hands-on municipal execu-

tive who for decades kept mental notes as he jogged or cycled
the streets and then alerted subordinates to potholes or graffiti
or other issues requiring immediate attention, Blackman had
struggled for several years with
lung disease and other health
challenges.
Taciturn, humble and content
to remain in the background,
Blackman possessed a unique
view of the city he managed
from 1970, when it was home
to just over 50,000 people, until
2000, by which time its population had almost tripled. Also
during his tenure, the city budget grew from $10 million to
$160 million.

It was on his watch that the
downtown mall was constructed, Annadel-Trione State Park
was created and the city was
roundly condemned for releasing 750 million gallons of treated effluent into the Russian River — then was widely praised for
the ambitious project that pipes
effluent more than 20 miles to
The Geysers to generate steam
for geothermal power.
Hallmarks of Blackman’s
success include the fiscal wellbeing of a city whose finances
were in shambles when he
took the helm not long after the
devastating 1969 earthquake,
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CHANATE ROAD DEVELOPMENT » County supervisors set to vote
on sale of 82 acres of public land for expansive development in SR

Stakes high for project

Bill Cosby

Cosby
sex case
ends in
mistrial
Prosecutors vow to retry
case; jurors fail to reach
verdict after 52 hours
By GRAHAM BOWLEY
AND RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA
NEW YORK TIMES
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Sonoma County is in the final stages of selling an 82-acre site, which includes the old hospital complex, off Chanate Road in Santa Rosa. A Santa
Rosa-based developer’s proposal to build up to 800 mixed-income rentals and at least 50 units for once-homeless veterans has faced pushback.
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

onoma County is on the cusp of approving
its largest real estate deal in recent history, a
closely watched effort to transform 82 acres
of public land into a master-planned community
that would introduce hundreds of new rental
units into the region’s increasingly tight housing
market.
The vision for the land off Chanate Road, the
site of the old county hospital complex, could
produce one of the largest housing developments
built in Santa Rosa in a generation. Bill Gallaher,
the Santa Rosa-based developer, could pay as
much as $11.5 million in cash for the property,
where he’s proposed up to 800 mixed-income
rentals and an additional 50 to 60 units for formerly homeless veterans.
The project, which ultimately will go before
the city of Santa Rosa for approval, also seeks a
mix of commercial and recreational uses for the
site. Construction won’t be finished for years,
but it has already attracted an intense amount
of community interest and political wrangling,
as officials try to balance hopes for much-needed
housing against residents’ concerns about neighborhood impacts, traffic congestion, development
of open lands and the influence of campaign
donations.
The project has overcome one major controversy. Neighbors won a concession to save a 10-acre
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parcel encompassing a meadow that was long
considered to be part of an official open space
preserve. Despite initial resistance by the county,
the oak-shaded meadow will be protected by a
conservation easement after neighbors campaigned to exclude the parcel from the deal.
Another group of neighbors is now pushing
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Josh Trull and Raeanne Johnson
walk on June 7 under a canopy
of oak trees on a parcel in Santa
Rosa that will be protected
under the development deal.

ONLINE Watch a flyover video of
the 82-acre property in Santa Rosa
at pressdemocrat.com

A WAY TO KEEP COOL: Santa Rosa is opening
Finley Community Center today as refuge
from triple-digit temperatures in region / A3

NORRISTOWN, Pennsylvania
— The judge in the sexual assault trial of Bill Cosby declared
a mistrial on Saturday after jurors reported being hopelessly
deadlocked after six days of deliberations, bringing an inconclusive end to this phase of one
of the highest-profile cases in
recent history.
District Attorney Kevin Steele
of Montgomery County immediately vowed to put Cosby on
trial again.
The outcome denied vindication to either the defendant
or the dozens of women who
have accused Cosby, one of the
world’s best-known entertainers, of assaulting them over a
span of decades.
From Monday afternoon
through Saturday morning,
the jurors deliberated for about
52 hours — longer than the defense and prosecution had spent
presenting their cases — and as
much as 12 hours per day. But
they could not reach a unanimous verdict on charges that,
in 2004, Cosby drugged and assaulted Andrea Constand in his
home near here.
Judge Steven O’Neill said he
would set a date for a new trial
within months.
“We will take a hard look at
everything involved and then
we will retry it,” Steele said,
adding that Constand “is entitled to a verdict in this case.”
Cosby, 79, and Constand, 44, reacted stoically inside the Montgomery County Courthouse. He
watched, expressionless, as the
judge and lawyers spoke, rubbing his face a few times. As he
walked out, he said to his lawyers, “you lead the way.”
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